
Pneumatic Vacuum Lifter with 6 Suction 
Cups- VLA6F

VLA6F 500kg VLA6F 1000kg

6 suction cups made of oil resistant rubber on aluminium supports make 
this unit ideal for lifting metal sheets.

The lifter is fixed in a horizontal position with a vacuum gauge with 
a graduated and coloured scale to more easily monitor the degree of 
vacuum.

A central handle complete with controls makes for easy gripping and 
releasing of loads.

A continuous vacuum pump is powered by compressed air. This is a 
powerful yet quiet vacuum generator. There is the option to purchase with 
an electric pump instead.

An acoustic and visual alarm system would automatically signal if a low 
vacuum degree, this works by a means of re-chargeable batteries. A 
vacuum reserve guarantees gripping even if there was a power cut.
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Pneumatic Vacuum Lifter with 6 Suction Cups- VLA6F

6 suction cups made of oil resistant rubber on alu-
minium supports make this unit ideal for lifting metal 
sheets.

The lifter is fi xed in a horizontal position with a vac-
uum gauge with a graduated and coloured scale to 
more easily monitor the degree of vacuum. 

A central handle complete with controls makes for 
easy gripping and releasing of loads. 

A continous vacuum pump is powered by com-
pressed air.  This is a powerful yet quiet vacuum 
generator. There is the option to purchase with an 
eletric pump instead. 

An accoustic and visual alarm system would auto-
matically signal if a low vacum degree, this works 
by a means of re-charagable batteries. A vacuum 
reserve guarentees gripping even if there was a 
power cut. 

Technical Information
6 Suction Cups

Operating Pressure = 6/7 Bar

500kg= Ø265mm- 6 S.Cup
1000kg= Ø300mm- 6 S.Cup

Optional extra- Electric pump

Please contact Packline for further information at sales@pack-
line.co.uk  or call 01202 307700.
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